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	In August of 2006, an engineering VP from one of Altera’s customers approached
	Misha Burich, VP of Engineering at Altera, asking for help in reliably being able to
	predict the cost, schedule and quality of system designs reliant on FPGA designs.


	At this time, I was responsible for defining the design flow requirements for the
	Altera design software and was tasked with investigating this further.


	As I worked with the customer to understand what worked and what did not
	work reliably in their FPGA design process, I noted that this problem was not
	unique to this one customer. The characteristics of the problem are shared by many
	Corporations that implement designs in FPGAs. The Corporation has many design
	teams at different locations and the success of the FPGA projects vary between the
	teams. There is a wide range of design experience across the teams. There is no
	working process for sharing design blocks between engineering teams.


	As I analyzed the data that I had received from hundreds of customer visits in
	the past, I noticed that design reuse among engineering teams was a challenge. I also
	noticed that many of the design teams at the same Companies and even within the
	same design team used different design methodologies.


	Altera had recently solved this problem as part of its own FPGA design software
	and IP development process.


	I worked with the top talent in Altera Engineering to develop a Best Practices
	Design methodology based upon Altera’s experience and the techniques used by
	many customers successfully in FPGA design. The resulting methodology was
	presented and implemented at the customer, with great success.


	Through the analysis of past customer data and feedback from customers over
	the last 3 years, it has become clear that this challenge exists broadly in the industry.
	The challenge is not specific to one specific FPGA vendor; it is an industry wide
	challenge.


	As such, I have tuned the Best practices FPGA design methodology over the last
	3 years and deployed it at several customers with great success.


	This book captures the Best Practices FPGA design methodology and now
	makes it available to all design teams implementing system designs in FPGA
	devices.
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The WetFeet Insider Guide to Careers in Information TechnologyWetfeet, 2003
At its broadest definition, "information technology" is an umbrella term that describes all fields that relate to the organization and dissemination of information: from the worker who lays cable wires to the telephone switchboard operator to the engineer who designs the circuits in your computer. However, keep in mind that just because...
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The Excel Analyst's Guide to AccessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The ultimate handbook for Excel analysts who need reporting solutions using Access


	Excel and Access are intended to work together. This book offers a comprehensive review of the extensive analytical and reporting functionality that Access provides and how it enhances Excel reporting functions.


	Sales managers, operations...
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Building Parsers With JavaAddison Wesley, 2001
Parser building is a powerful programming technique that opens a world of opportunity for designing how users interact with applications. By creating mini-languages, you can precisely address the requirements of your application development domain. Writing your own parsers empowers you to access a database more effectively than SQL to efficiently...
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Escape From Excel Hell: Fixing Problems in Excel 2003, 2002 and 2000 (Mr. Spreadsheet's Bookshelf)John Wiley & Sons, 2006
When Excel talks back to you, here's what to do
    

    You try to open a spreadsheet and Excel won't let you, because there's a macro involved. You cannot convince the software that the macro is safe. You hurl something across the room.    

    Grab this book instead! You'll find more than 200 fixes for things...
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Professional .NET 2.0 Generics (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2005
Professional .NET 2.0 Generics
Generics represent one of the most compelling additions to the .NET platform, bringing a new dimension of type-safety, expressiveness, and performance to your data types. Professional .NET 2.0 Generics provides a detailed examination of all the facets of what you can achieve through applying generics. This...
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iPhoto 11 Portable GeniusJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Technology is at its best when it enables you to focus more on what you are doing rather than how you are doing it. iPhoto is definitely technology at its best. It does so many things that it takes a whole book to describe them to you — this book, in fact. iPhoto ’11 Portable Genius is your companion: It helps you get going with...
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